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It is shown that the function which associates to each natural number n the
appropriately normalized number of representations of n by a positive definite
ternary quadratic form is almost periodic. Furthermore the mean value of this func-
tion on the squarefree numbers is calculated and it is shown that the function has
a smooth limiting distribution.  1999 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper the following terminology is used: For a # Z, r # N, (a, r)=1,




ear(n), n # Z.
For f : N  C and q # R, q1, define the q-(semi)norm





| f (n)| q+
1q
# [0, ].
If & f &q=0 then f is called a q-zero function. An arithmetical function
f : N  C is called q-almost periodic if for each =>0 there is some linear
combination g over C of functions ear such that & f&g&q=. It is called
q-almost even if g can always be chosen as a linear combination of
Ramanujan sums cr over C. The space of all q-almost periodic resp. even
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functions modulo the q-zero functions is denoted by Dq resp. Bq. If f # Dq
then the mean values







always exist and are called the Fourier coefficients of f. The book [8] is a
standard reference on this subject.
There are necessary and sufficient criteria for almost periodicity of
additive and multiplicative functions. In contrast to this one depends on ad
hoc methods in the general case. In this paper the following example of an
almost periodic function is investigated: Let S=(sij )1i, j3 # Z3_3 be
symmetric, positive definite and
Q(x1 , x2 , x3) := :
1i, j3
sijx ixj= trSr # Z[x1 , x2 , x3], r= t(x1 , x2 , x3),
the corresponding quadratic form. For n # N define the number of
representations by Q as
A(Q, n) :=*[(x1 , x2 , x3) # Z3 | Q(x1 , x2 , x3)=n].
Theorem 1.1. The function rQ : N  Q with
rQ(n) :=n&12A(Q, n), n # N,
lies in Dq for q1. Its Fourier coefficients are given by
M(rQe&ar)=2?r&3(det S)&12 G \Q, &ar+ , a # Z, r # N, (a, r)=1,
where
G \Q, &ar+ := :r # (ZrZ) 3 e&ar(
trSr)
are the Gaussian sums corresponding to Q.
M. Kac [6] proved this theorem in the case Q=x21+ } } } +x
2
d with d4
but not in the case d=3.
There are at least two possibilities to proof Theorem 1.1. First one could
use an asymptotic formula for A(Q, n) whose main term is the measure of
representations of n by the spinor genus of Q. This turns out to be almost
always equal to the measure of representations of n by the genus of Q.
Calculating the local representation densities explicitly gives the latter as a
product which has the value L(1, /&4n det S) as one factor where L is the
Dirichlet series associated to the Jacobi character to the discriminant
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&4n det S (see [1]). Then one could use the method of Elliott [2] to
prove the almost periodicity of rQ .
In this paper a much simpler method is used. First the circle method is
applied to the theta series associated to Q. Its weight 32 is less than 2 and
therefore two difficulties arise: First the error term in the asymptotic
formula for A(Q, n) which is derived by the circle method cannot be
proved to be significantly smaller than the main term. Second the singular
series in the main term is not absolutely convergent and therefore it is
difficult to truncate it and estimate the remainder. Fortunately almost
periodicity of an arithmetical function is a property ‘‘in the mean’’ and
therefore the error term must be estimated only in the quadratic mean.
This can be done with Bessel’s inequality. This idea is standard in the
binary Goldbach problem where it is proved that almost all even natural
numbers are sums of two primes. To prove the almost periodicity it is
necessary to truncate the singular series to a finite exponential sum. The
error which is inherent in this step can be estimated in the quadratic mean
by a second application of Bessel’s inequality.
Throughout the paper only basic facts about theta series and local
representation densities are used. Siegel’s mass formula is used only once,
namely in the proof of Theorem 1.1. There it is used to deduce rQ # Dq for
q1 from rQ # D2. It can be dispensed with completely if only the result
rQ # D2 is required.
The following corollary shows that the restriction to primitive represen-
tations does not disturb almost periodicity.
Corollary 1.2. For n # N define
RQ(n) :=n&12 *[(x1 , x2 , x3) # Z3 | gcd(x1 , x2 , x3)=1, Q(x1 , x2 , x3)=n].
Then RQ # Dq for q1.
Arithmetical functions in D1 have mean values and, if they are real
valued, limit distributions [8, Chap. VI.7]. Let NN with IN # D1. Then
IN } rQ # Dq for q1 [8, Chap. VI.2, Theorem 2.6]. Take, for example, a
multiplicative set NN with p  N p&1<. Then IN # D1 [8, Chap. VII.4,
Theorem 4.1]. An example of number theoretical significance is the set N
of squarefree integers.











A(d ) :=d&2 *[r # (ZdZ)3 | trSr#0(d )]












p |3 2 det S
\1& 1p2+p3+ x32+o(x32).












A last application of Theorem 1.1 shows the existence of a very smooth
limiting distribution for rQ .
Theorem 1.5. Let
M :=[n # N | :p(Q, n){0 for each prime p],
where :p(Q, n) is the p-adic density of representations of n by Q and
M(x) :=*[n # M | nx]. There is a distribution function F # C(R) whose





*[n # M | nx, (2?)&1 (det S)12 rQ(n)ez]=F(z).
Unless otherwise stated c1 , c2 , ... will denote positive absolute constants.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1
Let N* # N with N*S&1 # Z3_3. For
# # 10(4N*) :={\ac
b
d+ # SL2(Z) | c#0 mod 4N*=
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define
%(#) :=\det Sd + =d 3 \
c







where ( }}) is Jacobi’s symbol. For z # H :=[x+iy # C | y>0] let the square
root of cz+d be chosen such that arg(cz+d )12 # (&?2, ?2]. Define
#z :=(az+b)(cz+d )&1, j#(z) :=cz+d. The theta function
3(z) := :
r # Z 3
e( trSr z), z # H,
is an automorphic form for 10(4N*) of weight 32 and multiplier system %,
which means that
3(#z)=%(#)(cz+d)32 3(z), z # H, # # 10(4N*),
and 3 is holomorphic at each cusp of 10(4N*) (see for example [5,
Theorem 10.8]).
We begin with a variation of the proof of Theorem 1 in [4, pp. 149155].
Let N0 # N, xN 20 , = :=x
&1, N :=[x12]. Introduce the Farey fractions
hk, 0h<kN, (h, k)=1, of order N. For each Farey fraction hk let
Ih, k :=[hk&81(h, k), hk+82(h, k)] be the interval between the mediants
of hk with its left and right neighbours. Then 81(h, k)  82(h, k)  1(kN)











_e(&nt) dt e \&n \hk+i=++ .
Let p1 , ..., pJ be a complete system of representatives of the cusps of
10(4N*) and _j # SL2(Z) with _j=pj for 1 jJ. For each Farey
fraction hk of order N there are 1 jJ and _ # 10(4N*) with hk=_pj .
The holomorphy of 3(z) at pj means that there is an expansion
j_j (z)
&32 3(_ jz)= :
l0
a ( j )l e(lz), z # H.
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Let t # [&81(h, k), 82(h, k)] and z :=_&1j _
&1(t+hk+i=). Then






=%hk \t+hk+i=+ :l0 a
( j )
l e(lz)
with %hk(w) := %(_) j_ (_&1w)32 j_j (_
&1
j _
&1w)32 for w # H. From
_&1j _


















The chain rule gives %hk(w)2=\(kw&h)&3. From the above it follows
that
3 \t+hk+i=+=chkk&32(=&it)&32+Rhk(x; t)
with |chk |<<1 uniformly in h, k and









F1(x; t) := :
0h<kN : (h, k)=1
Rhk \x; t&hk+ I[hk&81 (h, k), hk+82(h, k)] (t),
















(=&it)&32 e(&nt) dt e \&n \hk+i=++
+21(x; n)e2?n=.












|Rhk(x; t)| 2 dt
<<=&32 :






F2(x, N0 ; t) := :
N0<kN, 0h<k : (h, k)=1
chkk&32 \=&i \t&hk++
&32
_I[hk&81 (h, k), hk+82(h, k)] (t)
for t # [&1(2N ), 1&1(2N )], and
22(x, N0 ; n) :=|
1&1(2N )
&1(2N )
F2(x, N0 ; t) e(&nt) dt.
A second application of Bessel’s inequality gives
:
1nx




|F2(x, N0 ; t)|2 dt
= :
N0<kN, 0h<k : (h, k)=1














In [4, p. 154], it is proved that & (=&it)
&32 e2?n(=&it) dt=(2?)32
n121(32)&1. Define
p(N0 ; n) :=4 - 2 ? :
0h<kN0 : (h, k)=1
chkk&32 e&hk(n), n # N.
Then it follows for 1nx that
A(Q, n)&21(x; n) e2?n=&22(x, N0 ; n) e2?n=&p(N0 ; n)n12
=& :
0h<kN0 : (h, k)=1
chk k&32 |
R"[&81(h, k), 82 (h, k)]
_(=&it)&32 e(&nt) dt e \&n \hk+i=++
<< :















n&1 |A(Q, n)&21(x; n) e2?n=
&22(x, N0 ; n) e2?n=&p(N0 ; n) n12 |2
+ :
x2<nx
n&1 |21(x; n)|2 e4?n=+ :
x2<nx






Set L :=[log(xN&20 )log 2]. Repeated application of this estimation gives









































and consequently &rQ&p(N0 ; } )&22<<N&10 for N0 # N. As p(N0 ; } ) is a
linear combination of functions ear over C it follows that rQ # D2.
In order to show that rQ # Dq for q1 it is sufficient to show that
&rQ&q< for q1 (see [8, p. 202, Theorem 2.8]). Using Siegel’s mass
formula an upper bound for rQ in terms of simpler functions can be proved.
For the definitions see [5, Sect. 11.2; 9, pp. 352ff].
Let M(Q, n) be the mass of representations of n by the genus of Q,
M(Q) the mass of the genus of Q and A0(Q, n) :=M(Q, n) M(Q)&1. Let
A(Q, n) :=2?(det S)&12 n12. For a prime p and a # N, q=pa, define the
number of representations of n mod q as
Aq(Q, n) :=*[r # (ZqZ)3 | trSr#n (q)].
Then for sufficiently large a the quantity :p(Q, n) :=q&2Aq(Q, n) is inde-
pendent of a. If p |3 2 det S, pl &n, n=pln1 , then
:p(Q, n)=(1&p&2)(1+p&1+ } } } +p&(l&1)2) (2.4)
if l is odd and




if l is even (see [9, Hilfssatz 16]). This gives for p |3 2 det S, p | n,
:p(Q, n)(1&p&2) \ 11&p&1+
p&1
1&p&1+=(1+p&1)2







For r # N, h # Z, (h, r)=1, the Gaussian sum can be estimated as
}G \Q, &hr+}(2r)32 (det S)12





1hp l : (h, p)=1






Siegel’s mass formula says that




A(Q, n)<<M(Q, n)<<A0(Q, n)
<<n12 ‘
p | 2n det S
:p(Q, n) ‘
p |3 2n det S
\1+p&1 \&n det Sp ++ .
A careful calculation shows that
‘
p |3 2n det S
\1+p&1 \&n det Sp ++‘p \1&p
&1 \&4n det Sp ++
&1
=L(1, /&4n det S),
where /D is Jacobi’s character to the discriminant D. Define the functions
f, g: N  C by
f (n) :=‘
p | n
(1+p&1)2, g(n) :=L(1, /&4n det S).
Then rQ(n)<<f (n) g(n) for n # N. From [8, p. 251, Theorem 4.1], it
follows that f # Dq for q1. From [10, Theorem 1], it follows that
&g&q< for q1. Consequently, &rQ &q< for q1 which gives rQ # Dq.
In principle the Fourier coefficients of rQ could be calculated using the
approximating exponential sums p(N0 ; } ) whose coefficients depend on the
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values of 3 at the cusps of 10(4N*). A very simple direct way is the follow-
ing. Let a # Z, r # N, (a, r)=1. Let 1\r. Define the ellipsoid





n # (ZrZ) 3 : tnSn#\(r)
*(Z3 & r&1(x12 K&n)).
A simple lattice point argument shows that
*(Z3 & r&1(x12K&n))=r&3x32 vol(K )+Or, n(x),
where the volume of K is vol(K )=(43) ?(det S)&12. This gives
:
nx


















3. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.2





rQ \ nd 2+ .
Let D # N. From Theorem 1.1 it follows that for q1,




rQ \ }d 2+ Id2N # Dq. (3.1)









































and consequently &RQ&RQ, D&qq<<D&1. Therefore limD   RQ, D=RQ in
Dq. This together with (3.1) proves the corollary. K
4. PROOF OF COROLLARY 1.4
First the case of an arbitrary multiplicative almost periodic set is
investigated. Let NN be multiplicative and  p  N p&1<. Then the
Eratosthenes transform I$N :=IN V + of IN is multiplicative and I$N ( pa)=
IN ( pa)&IN ( pa&1) for p prime and a # N. Therefore
:












by assumption. This gives n1 n&1 |I$N (n)|<. From Wintner’s criterion
[8, p. 271, Theorem 2.1] it follows that IN # B1 and that for r # N, the r th






I$N ( pa+ordp r)
pa+ordp r + . (4.1)
Since IN is bounded, IN # Bq for q1. Parseval’s equation gives
M(rQIN )= :
r1




IN ( pa)&IN ( pa&1)
pa + (4.3)
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it follows that M(IN ){0 and from (4.1) that r [ M(IN )&1 ar(IN ) is multi-
plicative. From Theorem 1.1 it follows that for r # N,





r # (ZrZ) 3
cr( trSr).
Using cr(n)=d | (r, n) d+(rd ), n # N, gives
.(r) ar(rQ)=2?(det S)&12 :
d | r
+ \ rd+ A(d ). (4.4)
A is multiplicative by the Chinese Remainder Theorem. Consequently, r [
(2?)&1 (det S)12 ar(rQ) is multiplicative. From (4.2) and the multiplicativity
of the involved functions it follows that






.( pa)(2?)&1 (det S)12 ap a (rQ) M(IN )&1 ap a (IN ). (4.6)
Now let p be a prime not dividing 2 det S. From [7, Sect. 62], it follows
that there is some X # GL(3, Fp) with
1
tXSX#\ 1 + mod p.d
From d#det S(det X)2 mod p it follows that p |3 d. Using the quadratic
form Q1(x) :=x2 gives










G \Q1 , ap+
2
G \Q1 , adp + .
A simple calculation shows that for (b, p)=1, G(Q1 , bp)=(bp) G(Q1 , 1p).
Consequently,










For a # N, define
B( pa) :=p&2a *[r # (ZpaZ)3 | r0( p), trSr#0( pa)].







*[r # (Zpa+1 Z)3 | r#r1( pa),
trSr#0( pa+1)].
By assumption, p |3 2 det S and consequently 2tr1S0( p). Parametrizing
r=r1+pa n, n # F3p , gives the value p
2 for the summand belonging to r1 .
Therefore, B( pa+1)=B( pa). Consequently, B( pa)=B( p)=1&p&2 for a # N.
A simple counting argument shows that A( pa)=B( pa)+p&1A( pa&2) for
a2. Induction with respect to a shows that A( pa)=1+p&1&p&[a2]&1
for a # N. Consequently,






for p |3 2 det S, a # N. Using (4.6) gives for p |3 2 det S
Mp=1+(1&p&1) M(IN )&1 :
b1
p&bap 2b (IN ). (4.7)
Together with (4.5) this gives a formula for M(rQIN ) in the general case.
From now on assume N=[n # N | n squarefree]. Then (4.1) and (4.3)
give for p prime, a # N,









and M(IN )=>p (1&p&2)=‘(2)&1=6?2. From (4.6) and (4.4) it follows
that Mp=1&( p2&1)&1 (A( p2)&1). Equation (4.7) shows for p |3 2 det S





p | 2 det S \1&
A( p2)&1







3 , A(4)=12. Partial summation concludes the proof of
the corollary. K
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5. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.5




:p(Q, n), n # N.
Lemma 5.1. Let p be a prime. Then :p(Q, } ) # Dq for q1. Furthermore,
&p&2aApa (Q, } )&:p(Q, } )&q  0 as a  .
Proof. As Ap a (Q, } ) is pa-periodic it is sufficient to prove the second
statement. From [9, Hilfssatz 13], it follows that for n # N, pb &2n, a>2b,
p&2aApa (Q, n)=:p(Q, n). (5.1)









p b &2n, 2ba
nx
1<<p&a2. K
Lemma 5.2. Let q, r # N, a # Z, (a, r)=1. Then






















M(q&2Aq(Q, } ) e&ar)=q&3 :
r # (ZqZ) 3
:
0lq&1 : ar+lq # Z
elq ( trSr),
from which the statement of the lemma follows easily. K
Lemma 5.3. For PP0 , fP # D2. Furthermore, fP  f in D2 as P  .
Proof. The first part follows from Lemma 5.1. Now let l :=*[ pP | p
prime]. Then for each pP, p&2bAp b (Q, } )  :p(Q, } ) in D2l as b  .
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Therefore, > pP p&2bApb (Q, } )  fP in D2 as b  . Let r # N, a # Z,
(a, r)=1. Define q(b) :=> pP pb. Then it follows from Lemma 5.2 that
M( fPe&ar)= lim
b  





p | r O pP
otherwise.
Consequently, Theorem 1.1 and Bessel’s equation give
& f&fP&22= :
r1, 1ar, (a, r)=1 : p | r for some p>P
|M( fe&ar)|2  0
as P  . K
In the above proof not only the calculation of the Fourier coefficients
of rQ is used but the full statement of Theorem 1.1. Bessel’s equation can
only by expected to hold if f&fP # D2 ; the mere existence of the Fourier
coefficients is not sufficient.
Lemma 5.4. M=[n # N | :p(Q, n){0 for p | 2 det S], IM # D2, d :=
M(IM)>0.
Proof. From [9, Hilfsatz 16], it follows that :p(Q, n){0 for n # N,
p |3 2 det S. This gives the first statement. For a prime p define
Cp :=[n # N | :p(Q, n)=0], Cp, b :=[n # N | pb&2n, Ap2b+1 (Q, n)=0].
From (5.1) it follows that Cp=* b0 Cp, b . Obviously, ICp, b is p
2b+1-periodic.










*[nx | pB | n]=p&B
and consequently ICp # D
2. Therefore, IM=> p | 2 det S (1&ICp ) # D
2. Now
take r0 # Z3"[0] and set n0 := tr0Sr # N. For p | 2 det S let pbp &2n0 . Set
n1 :=>p | 2 det S p2bp+1. Let n # N, n#n0(n1). Then pbp &2n, tr0Sr0#n
( p2bp+1) for p | 2 det S. Consequently, :p(Q, n){0 for p | 2 det S and thus
n # M. Therefore it follows that d1n1>0. K
It follows that xM(x)=1d+R(x) where R(x)  0 as x  . The






*[n # M | nx, fP(n)ez]
for z # R. For n # M, fP(n){0. Therefore, FP, x is a distribution function. It
has the characteristic function
8P, x(t)=|
R




n # M : nx
fP(n) it, t # R.
Define
,( p, t) := :
b0
:
a mod p2b+1 : p b &2a, Ap2b+1 (Q, a){0







for t # R. The double sum defining ,( p, t) is absolutely convergent and
|,( p, t)|1 (5.2)
for p prime, t # R.
Lemma 5.5. Uniformly with respect to t # R, limx   8P, x(t)=8P(t).
There is a distribution function FP with characteristic function 8P such that
FP, x(z)  FP(z) as x   for each point of continuity z of FP .








p bp &2n ( pP)
n # M, nx :
fP(n) it+O \1x :




The sum in the error term is <<2&Bx. By (5.1), the inner sum in the first
term equals
:
nx : pbp &2n, Ap 2bp+1 (Q, n){0 ( pP)
‘
pP
( p&2(2bp+1) Ap 2bp+1 (Q, n)) it
= :
ap mod p
2bp+1 : p bp &2ap , Ap 2bp+1 (Q, ap){0 ( pP)
‘
pP
( p&2(2bp+1)Ap2bp+1 (Q, ap)) it
_*[nx | n#ap ( p2bp+1) for all pP].
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The cardinality of the innermost set equals x > pP p&(2bp+1)+O(1).








Ap2bp+1 (Q, ap ){0 ( pP)
ap mod p
2bp+1 :p bp &2ap ,
‘
pP




with some constant C(B, P)>0 depending only on B and P. The double
sum equals
‘
pP \ :0bB :a mod p2b+1 : p b &2a, Ap 2b+1 (Q, a){0 ( p








a mod p2b+1 : pb &2a
p&2b&1p&B.
Consequently, the double sum equals




uniformly in t # R, x1, B # N"[1]. This gives limx   8P, x(t)=8P(t)
uniformly with respect to t in R. Consequently, 8P is continuous on R.
Lemma 1.11 of [3] finishes the proof of the lemma. K
Lemma 5.6. There are ci>0 such that for t # R, pc1( |t|+1),









For each c>0 and t # R, |t|c, p |3 2 det S,
,( p, t)=1+Oc \ 1p2+ . (5.5)
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Proof. From (5.1), (2.4), and (2.5) it follows that for p |3 2 det S,
,( p, t)=(1&p&1)(1&p&2) it :
b1 odd
















=(1&p&1)(1&p&2) it \p&1+12 ((1&p&1)&it
+(1+p&1)&it)+O( p&2)+ .
As in [2, p. 333], it can easily be shown that for sufficiently large c1>0
there is some c2>0 such that for pc1( |t|+1) (in which case p |3 2 det S),





































(1&p&1) e&c2 t2 p 2 \p&1 \1+O \ t
2
p2+++1+O( p&2)+
=e&c2 t2 p2 \1+O \ 1p2+
t2
p3++
e&c2 t2 p2+c3 (t 2p3+1p2).
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On the other hand, if c>0, |t|c, p |3 2 det S, then

































=1+Oc \ 1p2+ . K







is uniformly convergent with respect to t in any compact subset of R. There
is some c4>0 such that for t # R,
8(t)<<exp \&c4 |t|log( |t|+2)+ .
Proof. The first statement follows from (5.5). Inequalities (5.4) and






|,( p, t)| ‘
p>c1( |t|+1)
|,( p, t)|

















<<exp \&c4 |t|log( |t|+2)+ . K
Lemma 5.8. There is a distribution function F # C(R) with characteristic
function 8 such that for z # R, limP   FP(z)=F(z). Each derivative of F is
bounded on R.
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Proof. From the first half of the above lemma it follows that limP   8P(t)
=8(t) uniformly with respect to t in any compact subset of R. From
[3, Lemma 1.11], the existence of a distribution function F with charac-
teristic function 8 follows such that FP converges weakly to F as P  .
The inversion formula [3, Lemma 1.10] and the second half of the above
lemma show that F # C(R) and each derivative of F is bounded on R. K
Now the proof of Theorem 1.5 can be completed. For PP0 define
=(P) :=& fP&f &2 . By Lemma 5.3, =(P)  0 as P  . Let z # R. For x1,
define


















Consequently, there is some x0(z, P)1 such that for xx0(z, P),
*E (1)(x; z, P)32e&2z=(P)2 x. (5.6)
For 0<:<ez8, define
E (2)=E (2)(x; :, P) :=[n # M | nx, | f (n)&fP(n)|:].
A similar argument as above shows that for xx1(:, P),
*E (2)(x; :, P)2:&2=(P)2 x. (5.7)
For n # M"(E (1) _ E (2)), nx, it follows from the definitions that
f (n) 12e
z or fP(n)(1&4:e&z)f (n)fP(n)(1+4:e&z). (5.8)
Furthermore, the two inequalities fP(n)(1&4:e&z)>ezf (n) cannot hold
at the same time. Otherwise, from (5.8) it would follow that f (n)ez2 and
consequently




Define Fx(z) :=M(x)&1 *[n # M | nx, f (n)ez]. Inequalities (5.6) to













































Let R be the set of all z # R at which all the FP , P # N, PP0 , are
continuous. Then R"R is countable. Let z # R, 0<:<ez8, PP0 , such
that
z&log(1+4:e&z), z&log(1&4:e&z) # R. (5.11)
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Now let z # R be arbitrary and let : run through a sequence with limit 0
such that 0<:<ez8 and (5.11) holds. Then (5.12) and the continuity of
F gives limx   Fx(z)=F(z). K
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